
Top blockchain news

Google invests $300M in AI 
firm previously funded by 
Sam Bankman-Fried

Google Cloud reportedly invested $300 
million into artificial intelligence (AI) startup 
firm Anthropic, which also received over 
$500 million in funds from former FTX CEO 
Sam Bankman-Fried about six months 
before FTX catastrophically collapsed.

Read more

0302
St. Maarten’s Parliament 
Launches Bid to Adopt 
Tron as Legal Tender

Parliamentarian Rolando Brison wants to 
make Sint Maarten the Caribbean "crypto 
capital" after initiating legislation earlier this 
month.

Read moreRead more

Tron is a blockchain-based decentralized digital platform 
with its own cryptocurrency, called Tronix or TRX.

01
SEC settles on security 
claim in LBRY case, it a big 
win for crypto

The SEC was hoping to seek affirmation on 
an ambiguous injunction after scoring a 
victory during a hearing in November 2022, 
but judges made it clear that the judgment 
was only for the direct sale.

Read more

LBRY is a blockchain-based file-sharing and payment 
network that powers decentralized platforms, primarily 
social networks and video platforms.

Technology-related news

Technical Updates & Releases

Binance App update V2.59.0


The first protocol upgrade to the Optimism Collective: Bedrock


Harmony mainnet release v2023.1.0


Mask Update v2.17.4


New Session iOS release v2.2.5


Connext’s Amarok upgrade is live

Integrations & Collaborations

MultiversX x Frontier


Frontier x Concordium


Frontier x deBridge


Alchemy x bueno


Binance x Optimism Network


Prime Protocol x Arbitrum


Request Finance x Moonbeam Network


Dexalot x Avalanche


Chainspot.io x Symbiosis


OpenOcean x Symbiosis


Multichain x PLEXUS


Wormhole Chains  x  Acala


HAPI x MetaMask Flask


Mask Network x MeStar


Lisk x Muzikie


NEAR x Ledger Live


SKALE dApp + Partner with Exorde


dopex x Polygon


Entangle Protocol x Polygon

Articles

How AI Will Influence DeFi: Promises and Delusions


5 Essential Indicators Used in Technical Analysis


What Is Backtesting?

Announcements

Cardano coins new name for its ADA-backed stablecoin Djed


Ethereum staking withdrawal testnet Zhejiang to go online Feb. 1


Tether CTO denies borrowing from bankrupt lender Celsius


Binance re-enters South Korea with GOPAX exchange

Investments & Event Activities

Aptos World Tour: Seoul


Blockstream raises $125 million to expand mining services

Reports

Aptos latest quickies


Frontier Wallet monthly rollup


Aurora weekly updates


API3 year recap


Optimism weekly report


Neo news: week in review


Ontology monthly report


TRON week recap


Trust Wallet weekly recap


Wormhole xChain monthly  recap


Matrix AI Network bi-weekly report


BNB Chain weekly ecosystem report


Lisk monthly report


Waves year recap


MultiversX weekly recap


Band Protocol: year recap


Zilliqa monthly recap


Stellar Development Foundation Q4 2022 in review


SKALE monthly recap


Fetch.ai weekly roundup


Wanchain monthly recap


Polkadot roundup


IOTA quicktakes

Industry Overview

News

Hermès v MetaBirkin: NFT trademark stoush heads to trial


Key takeaways from Circle’s $44.5B USDC reserve report


Binance blocks some accounts amid Bitzlato case


Digital asset investment products see highest inflows since July


Montenegro’s CB teams up with Ripple on digital currency


Musk wants Twitter payments system built with crypto in mind


Crypto wallets combat scammers with transaction previews


BlockFi gets court nod to sell crypto mining assets


Crypto firms cut nearly 3,000 jobs in January despite BTC rise


UK-native stablecoin integrates into 18,000 ATMs nationwide


Founder of $7.5M ‘brazen fraud scheme’ gets 8 years behind bars


Crypto-friendly bank ends loans backed by crypto mining rigs


Toyota to explore blockchain use cases via DAO hackathon


Meta gets court win in metaverse acquisition plans


Retail giant Pick n Pay to accept Bitcoin in stores across Africa


BonqDAO protocol suffers $120M loss after oracle hack


Indian retail chain rolls out support for CBDC payments in stores


Bitzlato CEO arrested by Spanish police


Kraken shuts down Abu Dhabi office, suspends support for AED


Alameda Research wallet receives $13M from Bitfinex


Stablecoin powered by Ethereum launches in Finland


Protocol Labs, Chainalysis and Bittrex add to crypto layoff season

Investments

Blockchain provider SIMBA Chain awarded $30M


MakerDAO launches $5M legal defense fund

Regulation

Philippines regulator seeks more authority to police the crypto


UK regulator investigates charity linked to FTX


Hong Kong will not tolerate algorithmic stablecoins in new reg


UK Treasury publishes crypto framework paper


Regulatory action against Mango Markets exploiter


Bank of China ex-advisor calls Beijing to reconsider crypto ban


Senate Committee’s priorities for new Congress include crypto


Indonesia targets launch of its national crypto exchange by June


Australia introduces a classification for crypto assets


CFTC head looks to new Congress for action on crypto regulation

Bitcoin

Bitcoin in Nigeria is 60% more expensive, but there's a catch


Bitcoin miner Greenidge cuts NYDIG debt from $72M to $17M


MicroStrategy says no plans to stop trading BTC
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